
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of senior manager, transformation. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior manager, transformation

Lead cross-functional teams through ambiguity, scarce resources, and
multiple stakeholders to deliver on the growth agenda
Grow collaborative working relationships with business partners, virtual
teams and external agency partners to maximize capability development and
strategies that will deliver objectives for marketing transformation
Responsible for managing all risks to the Canadian Banking and Marketing &
Channel Strategy business, including strategic, reputational, operational,
market, and regulatory compliance
Maintain effective relationships and routines with first, second and third line
of defense risk, governance and control teams, and review, understand and
action in a timely manner issues and trends highlighted in risk, governance
and control reporting
Apply leading practice finance and accounting transaction processing analysis
in core finance areas Record-to-Report (RtR), Procure-to-Pay (PtP), Order-to-
Cash (OtC) to design and implement new re-engineered processes in a
shared services operating model
Plans and implements extremely complex projects/programs (or multiple
projects/programs) spanning across business areas where analysis requires
evaluation of intangible variance factors
Exercises independent judgement in developing methods, techniques and
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Ensures strategic direction of projects/programs is in line and designs
strategies for alignment with Company and business unit goals and objectives
Broad knowledge of company products, functions, marketing and/or service
policies and procedures
Ability to operate at a strategic business level and fully incorporate business
strategies within all projects/programs

Qualifications for senior manager, transformation

The role holder will have direct or indirect control over formulation and
implementation of the strategic plan for a CD FCC team aligned to a region
Advanced knowledge of change management and communications principles
and project management methodologies
Advanced facilitation, presentation and active listening skills
Managing a team of 3 project managers, each responsible for delivering an
improvement programme
Completing diagnostic assessments of our offices to identify and quantify
improvement opportunities
Ensure projects achieve their operational and financial target


